In real application, most aerial targets are movable. In this paper, an effective multiple subbands coherent processing method is proposed for moving target. Firstly, an echoed signal model of motion target based on geometrical theory of diffraction is established and the influence of velocity on range profile of the target is analyzed. Secondly, a method based on minimum entropy principle is used to compensate velocity. Then, incoherent factors including a quadratic phase term, a linear phase factor, a fixed factor, and an amplitude difference term are analyzed. Subsequently, efficient methods are applied to estimate other incoherent factors, except that the quadratic term is small enough to be ignored. Finally, the feasibility and performance of the proposed method are investigated through numerical simulation.
Introduction
Multiple radar subband fusion is effective to obtain ultrawide bandwidth so that the range resolution of radar target can be improved. Compared with real ultra-wideband radar, it reduces the manufacture costs and the complexity of system design. Since the received echoes with respect to different radars differ in time delay, amplitude, and so forth, coherent compensation between subbands is essential before multiband fusion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
In [2] , Cuomo et al. obtained the target echoed signal from distributed radars. Then, a nonlinear optimization problem was established to estimate the pole rotation angle and the complex amplitude coefficient. However, the procedure of solving the function was rather complicated. Besides, Wang [5] proposed to use modern spectral estimation methods including modified root-multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm and estimated signal parameters via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) to estimate the incoherent factors. However, these methods require overlapped observation frequency bands. In [6, 7] , all-phase fast Fourier transform (apFFT) spectral analysis was proposed to obtain the phase factor between subbands. It shows good performance when estimating incoherent factors without the prior information of scattering centers numbers. However, the estimation precision of the coherent factor is limited by the sampling frequency. A coherent processing method based on sparse representation was present in [8] ; genetic algorithm (GA) was adopted to obtain optimal parameters. GA can simultaneously optimize multiple parameters and solve out superior estimates but it is computationally demanding when parameters increase.
The aforementioned algorithms assumed that the target is static or with low speed. However, most aerial targets tend to be fast moving in real applications [9] . In this paper, in order to take a more practical situation into account, a new subband coherent compensation method is presented. The proposed method consists of the following steps. Firstly, an echoed signal based on geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) model of constant high speed target is built and the influence of velocity on range profile is analyzed. Then, an effective method using minimum entropy principle is applied to compensate the velocity. Considering the residual of velocity compensation and difference of time delays and amplitudes between subbands, the incoherent factors are analyzed, which are shown to include a quadratic phase term, a linear phase factor, a fixed factor, and an amplitude difference term. Quadratic term is so small which can be ignored. Subsequently, a modified cross-correction method is applied to estimate the linear phase factor. As for the fixed phase factor, the one-dimension optimization problem is transformed to nonlinear least square fitting problem to improve the estimation precision. Taking amplitude difference into account, golden section method is applied to seek an appropriate amplitude factor. To verify validity of the proposed algorithm, computer simulation is conducted. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, radar echo model of motion target is established and the influence of the velocity on range resolution is analyzed. Velocity compensation and incoherent parameters estimation are elaborated in Section 3. After that, computer simulation result is shown in Section 4. Finally, discussion and conclusion are drawn in Section 5.
Analysis of Radar Echoed Signal of Motion Target
Without considering the resonance behavior of a target to wideband systems, it is generally believed that the target scattering characteristics of two radars are approximately in agreement. The frequency response of echoed signal is described by the following GTD model:
where ( ) denotes the frequency spectrum of the transmitted signals of the th radar, = 1,2. = 0 + Δ , where 0 represents the initial frequency, is the th frequency point, and the frequency step is denoted by Δ . denotes the carrier frequency. and denote the complex amplitude and range of the th scattering center for the th radar, respectively. Geometry parameter of the th scattering center is denoted by . In particular, Table 1 shows the scattering structures and the corresponding geometry parameters. is the light speed.
Then, (1) can be rewritten as
(4) is transformed to time domain, namely,
When radar target is static or with low speed, the distance between target and radar can be considered invariant within the pulse duration. However, when target is fast moving, this assumption does not hold. Supposing that V is the radial velocity of the th scattering centers, the instantaneous distancẽat time is given bỹ= + V .
Substituting (4) into (3) yields
therefore,
(⋅) is Fourier transform. ( ) can be further induced by stationary phase principle and let = + ;
where 
and ref ( ) is the spectrum of conference signal ref ( ). 
Then the echoed signal after matching filter can be expressed as
where
. From (12) , when the target moves, the change of scale and location of the range profile occur. When the speed is low or frequency modulated rate is high, the second-order term in (12) can be ignored. On the contrary, serious influence may be triggered by high speed or low frequency modulated rate. Processing the echoed signal using inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) to obtain range profile, the quadratic term in (12) may lead to distortion of range profile of target, which is shown as reduction of peak values and broadening of waveform. Besides, the second term in (12) may give rise to the shift of range profile. Figure 1 shows the influence of varied target velocity on range profile. It is observed that the range profile deteriorates as the increase of target velocity.
Coherent Processing Algorithm with Velocity Compensation
The procedure of multiband coherent processing is presented in Figure 2 . The steps include the following: (1) Estimate target moving speed and apply velocity compensation to subband signals.
(2) Analyze the incoherent factors and establish a nonlinear optimization function to estimate the factors.
(3) Estimate the linear phase term by cross-correlation method.
(4) Solve a nonlinear least square fitting problem to seek the fixed phase factor.
(5) Estimate the amplitude difference between the subbands by golden section method.
(6) Coherent recovery using the estimated incoherent factors.
Velocity Compensation and Phase Residual Analysis.
From the aforementioned analysis, it is pretty critical to eliminate or decrease the influence of target velocity before coherent processing. Assume that ( ) is the compensatory phase which includes estimation velocity. ( ) represents ( ) which is compensated by ( ). The one-dimension range profile of ( ) is = { (ℎ) | ℎ = 1, 2, . . . , }, and the amplitude distribution of sampling point can be computed as
Using ℎ to computing the entropy yields
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Traversing method is utilized to estimate the velocity [10] .
To be specific, search step is set up within the range of certain velocity and entropy of range profile is resolved by compensatory velocity. When reaches its minimum, the corresponding̃is the most appropriate compensatory velocity. In the view of the velocity values of different scattering centers which are almost identical, V can be replaced by the uniform estimated velocitỹ. The echoed signal is then compensated via
wherê(
On the assumption that { 1 ( 1 ), = 0, . . . , 1 − 1} and { 2 ( 2 ), = − 2 , . . . , − 1} are the preprocessed echoed signals of two radars. The frequency ranges are within
. Because the sampling frequency of the subbands may be different, uniform resampling [11] is applied to subband data so that the sampling rate of all subbands is identical. Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 3 , subbands are extrapolated, where 1 ( ) and 2 ( ) represent the extended subband data.
= 0 + Δ , = 1, . . . , . Δ = min{Δ 1 , Δ 2 } denotes frequency step of subbands after uniform resampling.
Take 1 ( ) as the reference signal. Assuming that V ≪ and taking the time delay and the initial phase value difference between two radar echoed signals into account, after velocity compensation and simplification, the phase of radar echoed signals becomẽ
where ΔV = V −̃is velocity estimation error, denotes the linear phase term caused by time delay difference between the target and the different radars, and denotes the fixed phase difference between subbands. The phase difference between subbands is computed as
Discretization processing yields
It is observed from (20) that the first, second, and fourth items are the incoherence caused by the residual of velocity International Journal of Antennas and Propagation 5 compensation. The first item of (20) is the quadratic term, which is usually ignored in most literatures. Assuming that ΔV = 1000 m/s and Δ = 20 MHZ, the bandwidths of two subbands are 1 GHZ and 0.8 GHZ and the pulse widths are 512 s. From the formula −(1/ 1 − 1/ 2 )(4 ΔVΔ 2 / ) 2 , the value of quadratic term is about 0.002145 rad. It is obviously small even if the velocity estimation error is large. Therefore, it can be ignored in practical application. A new linear phase factor is composed of second item and initial linear phase factor, which leads to the shift of one-dimension range profile of multiple subbands. The remaining part refers to a new fixed phase, which includes residual term and initial fixed phase factor. It can be concluded that the residual of velocity compensation, as well as time delay, initial phase, and amplitude difference between subbands give rise to the incoherence of the echoed subband signals. It is necessary to estimate the incoherent factors and preprocess the subbands to ensure subband data mutually coherent before subband fusion.
Incoherent Factors Estimation.
In [2] , Cuomo et al. proposed that the incoherent factors between different echoed signal spectra can be expressed as linear phase item and fixed phase item when the targets are static or with lower speed. According to (20), besides the linear factor and the fixed factor, amplitude difference and the quadratic term of frequency should also be considered. The following cost function is defined:
In (21a), is the amplitude difference between the two subbands, denotes the quadratic phase term, and and denote new linear phase and fixed phase, respectively. 1 ( , , , ) should be minimized to obtain the optimal estimation of , , , and . It is straightforward to see that (9) is nonlinear and nonconvex. Standard nonlinear optimization algorithms such as Newton method [12] tend to work out local minimum and genetic algorithm [13] can be used to seek a global optimal solution but the burden of calculation is heavy. From prior analysis in Section 3.1, it is deduced that the quadratic term is usually so small, and the value is approximated to zero. Correlation method is applied to deal with the linear phase factor. On the assumption that ( ) is the correlation function of 1 ( ), 2 ( ),
where (⋅) * is the conjugate operator. The modeling error is ignored:
We obtained the cross-correlation of range profiles ( ) from ( ):
where FFT is the number of points in IFFT and FFT ≫ . Zero-padding is used to expand the length of ( ) to FFT . When = ( /2 ) , ( ) reaches its maximum. Denote this as max , and the linear phase is computed aŝ
1 ( ) is compensated by the linear phase factor in (25); that is,
A new coherent function is defined to estimate the fixed phase factor:
2 ( ) may not be a unimodal function in [− , ]; in order to gain better coherence, the nonlinear least square problem can be computed by means of MATLAB subroutine lsqcurvefit to find the most appropriatê. Substitutêand̂into the primary cost function (21a), the constant̂can be worked out by golden section method. Our aim is to minimize the function 1 ( ) within the interval [ , ] , and the two points 1 , 2 are calculated by golden section scale as follows:
The search interval is chosen as
Otherwise, the interval is [ 1 , ]. Repeat (28) by new points; in this way, search interval is shrinking, and the point is approximated to the minimum̂. The lower subband signal data is rewritten as follows:
Now the lower frequency band data in 
Computer Simulation Result
In this section, the performance and feasibility of the proposed method are verified via numerical simulations. LFM signals are transmitted by two radars, carrier frequencies 1 , 2 are 3.5 GHZ and 10.5 GHZ, bandwidths 1 , 2 are 1 GHZ and 0.8 GHZ, and both the pulse durations are 100 s. Supposing there are four scattering centers of target, the range between radar and scattering centers is 200 Km. The echo amplitude of scattering centers is 1, 2, 3, and 1. Geometry parameters of the scattering centers are 0.5, 1, 0, and −1. In particular, velocities are all 3000 m/s. In order to validate the effectiveness of velocity compensation, set lower subband signal as an example. Simulate the effect of mutual incoherence between the subbands; the signal sampled in the lower subband has been attached to a linear phase factor = − /9, a fixed phase factor = − /4, and a constant = 1.5. It is observed from Figure 4 that red dash lines are not consistent with blue solid lines, because target velocity makes the original subbands shift on frequency spectra. As shown in Figure 5 , it is easily concluded that process incoherent subband data directly without velocity compensation leads to mismatching between real lower subband and the measured subband. Besides, applying velocity compensation method on the measured subband, it matches well with real lower subband after coherent processing.
Furthermore, to test the antinoise performance of the proposed method, zero mean white noise is added to the original signal. After velocity compensation, the pole method proposed in [14] and apFFT method [8] are also applied to process two subband data sets.
Root mean square error (RMSE) is defined as RMSE = √ (1/ iter ) ∑ iter =1 |̂− | 2 , wherêis estimate result and is real value. RMSE between real incoherent factors and estimated parameters against the value of signal to noise ratio (SNR) under 100 runs of Monte Carlo simulations is shown in Figure 6 . As the figure shows, when estimating the linear phase factors, compared with pole method and apFFT method, our method shows preferable performance when SNR is less than 10 dB, and the accuracy of our method is the most outstanding among all methods. With the increase of SNR, the poled method performs better than other methods. As for the fixed phase factor estimation, RMSE curves evaluated by pole method and apFFT method are approximated, and our method outperforms the other methods. In conclusion, our method has better antinoise property and improves the incoherent factors estimate precision essentially; also it is more robust than other methods.
Conclusion
In this paper, a multiple subband coherent processing method based on motion target is proposed. This algorithm firstly introduces an effective velocity compensation approach based on minimum entropy to decrease the effects on range profile of the target. Then, a modified correlation method and a nonlinear least square fitting algorithm are applied to estimate the phase difference between the various subbands. Besides, amplitude error is considered, and golden section algorithm is directly used to search the error. Compared with existing coherent processing methods, the proposed method is able to deal with more practical problem. Simulation results show the robustness in the presence of noise.
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